In this kit, you will find the initial supplies needed to help protect against SARS-CoV-2 infection, the cause of the COVID-19 pandemic.

**CLOTH FACE MASK**
For use outside of your room or apartment and anytime you are closer than 6 feet to another person (washable)

*Your most effective protection against infection until a vaccine is available*

**OUTDOOR MAT**
For use on campus grounds; water-proof and portable design provides a functional option for grounds-related activities

*Being outdoors lowers the risk of transmission*

**NO TOUCH KEY**
For handling contaminated surfaces w/o making direct contact

**DISPOSABLE MASKS**
For additional stock (please remember to dispose properly)

**THERMOMETER**
For self-administered temperature checks

**HAND SANITIZER**
For decontaminating hands after contact with coughs/surfaces

**WATER BOTTLE**
For staying hydrated

**WIPES**
For decontaminating surfaces

Additional disposable masks and hand sanitizer refill stations can be found here:

In-residence Students: **R&DE Housing Front Desk**
Off-campus Grads: **Vaden Health Center**

Visit these sites to find more information about your 2020-21 Academic Year:

Undergrads: **https://reapproaching.stanford.edu/**
Grads: **https://vpge.stanford.edu/gradgateway**